
・・・・Exchangeable filterExchangeable filterExchangeable filterExchangeable filter・・・・Exact wavelengthExact wavelengthExact wavelengthExact wavelength----tuning by micrometertuning by micrometertuning by micrometertuning by micrometer・・・・Tuning range of Tuning range of Tuning range of Tuning range of ２０２０２０２０nmnmnmnm・・・・Compact sizeCompact sizeCompact sizeCompact size(L62×W57×H34)(L62×W57×H34)(L62×W57×H34)(L62×W57×H34)・・・・Competitive price Competitive price Competitive price Competitive price 

・・・・For wavelength selection in WDM system For wavelength selection in WDM system For wavelength selection in WDM system For wavelength selection in WDM system （（（（Combined with a LEDCombined with a LEDCombined with a LEDCombined with a LED////ASE light sourceASE light sourceASE light sourceASE light source））））
FWHMFWHMFWHMFWHM CavityCavityCavityCavity I.L1±0.2nm1±0.2nm1±0.2nm1±0.2nm 1111 ≦1dB≦1dB≦1dB≦1dB3±0.3nm3±0.3nm3±0.3nm3±0.3nm 1111 ≦0.5dB≦0.5dB≦0.5dB≦0.5dB5±0.5nm5±0.5nm5±0.5nm5±0.5nm 2222 ≦0.5dB≦0.5dB≦0.5dB≦0.5dB◇The filter cassette and the main part can be purchased separately.◇The filter cassette and the main part can be purchased separately.◇The filter cassette and the main part can be purchased separately.◇The filter cassette and the main part can be purchased separately.◇Another type of main unit (TFM/FC) is also available, where only one filter cassette can be inserted.◇Another type of main unit (TFM/FC) is also available, where only one filter cassette can be inserted.◇Another type of main unit (TFM/FC) is also available, where only one filter cassette can be inserted.◇Another type of main unit (TFM/FC) is also available, where only one filter cassette can be inserted.

※This specification is for SMF .※The I.L. does not include WTFM main unit's※Specifications are subject to change without notice.※Specifications are subject to change without notice.※Specifications are subject to change without notice.※Specifications are subject to change without notice.※The filter is manufactured at Koshin. Please feel free to contact us for product consultation.※The filter is manufactured at Koshin. Please feel free to contact us for product consultation.※The filter is manufactured at Koshin. Please feel free to contact us for product consultation.※The filter is manufactured at Koshin. Please feel free to contact us for product consultation.
DimensionsDimensionsDimensionsDimensions LLLL62626262×W×W×W×W57575757×H×H×H×H34343434mmmmmmmm（（（（without protrusion partwithout protrusion partwithout protrusion partwithout protrusion part））））Filter Unite TypeFilter Unite TypeFilter Unite TypeFilter Unite TypeFCFCFCFC Center wavelength Center wavelength Center wavelength Center wavelength Please specify the center wavelength range which carries out variablePlease specify the center wavelength range which carries out variablePlease specify the center wavelength range which carries out variablePlease specify the center wavelength range which carries out variable....（（（（For exampleFor exampleFor exampleFor example：：：：1540154015401540～～～～1560156015601560nmnmnmnm））））Tuning rangeTuning rangeTuning rangeTuning range 20nm20nm20nm20nm
Filter type

(Standard BPF)

1560nm

※Others (BPF, LPF, SPF, Etalon, etc.)   are available.

・For research and development of opticalFor research and development of opticalFor research and development of opticalFor research and development of opticalfiber communications.fiber communications.fiber communications.fiber communications.・・・・For test and selection of various filtersFor test and selection of various filtersFor test and selection of various filtersFor test and selection of various filters....○Specifications○Specifications○Specifications○SpecificationsMain Unit TypeMain Unit TypeMain Unit TypeMain Unit TypeWTFMWTFMWTFMWTFM Fiber typeFiber typeFiber typeFiber type SMFSMFSMFSMF　　　　※Others ※Others ※Others ※Others ((((PMFPMFPMFPMF, , , , DSFDSFDSFDSF, , , , etcetcetcetc.) .) .) .) are availableare availableare availableare available.    .    .    .    Fiber connector Fiber connector Fiber connector Fiber connector FCFCFCFC////SPCSPCSPCSPC　　　　※others ※others ※others ※others ((((SCSCSCSC、、、、APCAPCAPCAPC, , , , etcetcetcetc.) .) .) .) are availableare availableare availableare available.    .    .    .    Insertion LossInsertion LossInsertion LossInsertion Loss ≦0.7dB≦0.7dB≦0.7dB≦0.7dB

                                                                             Etalon Etalon Etalon Etalon＋ＢＰＦ＋ＢＰＦ＋ＢＰＦ＋ＢＰＦ※It is also capable of a single filter cassette operation.※It is also capable of a single filter cassette operation.※It is also capable of a single filter cassette operation.※It is also capable of a single filter cassette operation.

○Applications○Applications○Applications○Applications

・・・・Capable of Capable of Capable of Capable of insertinginsertinginsertinginserting two filter cassettes at a time. two filter cassettes at a time. two filter cassettes at a time. two filter cassettes at a time.　　　　　　　　　　　　Customizable Customizable Customizable Customizable spectrumspectrumspectrumspectrum by the filter combinations. by the filter combinations. by the filter combinations. by the filter combinations.     Example     BPF+BPF     Example     BPF+BPF     Example     BPF+BPF     Example     BPF+BPF                    ＳＰＦ＋ＬＰＦ                    ＳＰＦ＋ＬＰＦ                    ＳＰＦ＋ＬＰＦ                    ＳＰＦ＋ＬＰＦ
A doubleA doubleA doubleA double　　　　cassettes typecassettes typecassettes typecassettes type　　　　filterfilterfilterfilter. . . . InInInIn----Line Exchangeable Line Exchangeable Line Exchangeable Line Exchangeable &&&& Tunable Filter Module Tunable Filter Module Tunable Filter Module Tunable Filter Module

Ｗ Ｔ Ｆ Ｍ ／ Ｆ ＣＷ Ｔ Ｆ Ｍ ／ Ｆ ＣＷ Ｔ Ｆ Ｍ ／ Ｆ ＣＷ Ｔ Ｆ Ｍ ／ Ｆ ＣThe tunable filter module with two exchangeable cassette type filterThe tunable filter module with two exchangeable cassette type filterThe tunable filter module with two exchangeable cassette type filterThe tunable filter module with two exchangeable cassette type filters.s.s.s.○Features○Features○Features○Features

For Inquiries　　　　　　　　　　　　Yamaichi Electronics Group
※Koshin Kogaku Company Limited became a part of Yamaichi Electronics Group from April 2002.
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KKKKOOOOSSSSHHHHIIIINNNN KKKKOOOOGGGGAAAAKKKKUUUU
Main Unit Filter cassette is exchangeable as required Filter cassette 

The precise tuning by Micrometer Wavelength  Insertion Loss Insertion Loss Wavelength  ++++    Insertion Loss Wavelength  1Cavity 1Cavity 
Narrower FWHM & higher isolation 

Incident ray Transmitted ray Filter cassette Optical filter Main unit Wavelength   Insertion Loss  Insertion Loss  Wavelength   ++++    

    Insertion Loss  Wavelength   Formation of  optical  performance  arbitrarily SWPF LWPF 
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